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STATTMANN NEUE MOEBEL DEBUTS NEW RELEASES AT BIENNALE INTERIEUR 2016 

For the very first time Stattmann Neue Moebel exhibits at the international furniture fair Biennale 
Interieur 2016 in Kortrijk. In addition to the current collection, the German furniture design brand 
debuts two new releases: the new stackable stool ADD STOOL by German designer Steffen Kehrle 
as well as the PROFILE CHAIR SOLID, the new complete solid wood version of the stackable side 
chair by Belgian designer Sylvain Willenz, in the colours nudegrey and forestgreen.

NEW RELEASES IN OCTOBER 2016

ADD STOOL
Design: Steffen Kehrle

Stattmann Neue Moebel collaborates once more with Munich-based designer Steffen Kehrle and 
debuts in Kortrijk the ADD STOOL. The joint aim was to design a stackable stool in the design lan-
guage of Stattmann Neue Moebel. The result is a compact, three-legged stool, which has versatile 
applications. ADD STOOL is not only suitable as a solitaire but also as a supplementary side table 
or a multifunctional piece of everyday use. Up to six pieces can be stacked. The generous dimen-
sions of the seating surface guarantee a high standard of comfort. Consisting of three bent wood 
segments, the round frame structure stands out with its organic shaping. The legs as well as the 
frame are made of solid wood, the seating surface is made of shaped plywood. 



The smooth transitions ensure an overall appearance. The visually light design yet robust solid 
wood ADD STOOL is available in all colours of the collection. 

PROFILE CHAIR SOLID
Design: Sylvain Willenz
 
The Biennale Interieur 2016 in Kortrijk will be the debut of PROFILE CHAIR SOLID, the solid wood 
and contract version of the stackable PROFILE CHAIR. In contrast to the lightweight construction of 
its companion, PROFILE CHAIR, the legs as well as the cross-shaped substructure are made of solid 
wood. All components of the chair are fixed and glued with a plug-in-connection in accordance 
with traditional craftsmanship. This guarantees the highest possible stability, which makes the new 
chair an ideal choice for the specification in public areas such as cafés, restaurants or museums. The 
design and proportions of PROFILE CHAIR SOLID are perfectly suited to those of the other pro-
ducts of the PROFILE series. In addition to the collections colours, PROFILE CHAIR SOLID will be 
presented in Kortrijk in two new colours: nudegrey and forestgreen.

THE CURRENT COLLECTION

PROFILE BENCH
Design: Sylvain Willenz
 
With a clear focus on a reduced design language and high-quality craftsmanship and construction, 
the solid wood bench PROFILE BENCH stands out due to its delicate proportions and versatile 
application. Designed as a companion piece to PROFILE TABLE, the new bench is available in the 
lengths 220 cm and 160 cm, beautifully complementing the table and chair by designer Sylvain 
Willenz. Made of oak or ash natural and available in all colours of the collection, PROFILE BENCH 
with its archetypical design is suitable for private and public spaces. It can be used as seating for the 
dining table or as a standalone piece for many situations, such as waiting rooms, museums, cafés or 
restaurants, in the hall, kitchen, bedroom or bathroom.  

PROFILE TABLE 
Design: Sylvain Willenz
 
PROFILE TABLE is a lightweight solid wood table, which is available with lengths of up to 2,20 
m. Delicate proportions and a minimal, almost archetypical design characterize the table. The 
cross-shaped sub-structure is plugged into the table top by means of a simple plug-in connection 
and secured with a few screws. PROFILE TABLE will be at home in the dining room or kitchen, as 
well as in restaurants and other public spaces. Its design and proportions make it the perfect coun-
terpart to the PROFILE CHAIR by Sylvain Willenz. 



It is manufactured from ecological materials in the family workshop for maximum sustainability and 
durability. There are five variations: SQUARE 160 (4 to 6 people), SQUARE 220 (8 to 10 people), 
ROUND 94 (3 people), ROUND 122 (4 to 6 people), and ROUND 135 (8 to 10 people). 
Varianten: SQUARE 160 (4 – 6 Personen), SQUARE 220 (8 – 10 Personen), ROUND 94 (3 Personen), 
ROUND 122 (4 – 6 Personen) und ROUND 135 (8 – 10 Personen). 

PROFILE CHAIR 
Design: Sylvain Willenz
 
PROFILE CHAIR is a lightweight, comfortable stackable side chair that consists almost entirely of 
wood and natural fibre. Due to the use of very lightweight natural fibre-reinforced tubes, a delicate 
construction could be realized. The tubes are wound of soaked cotton – a high-tech process that is 
also used in the manufacture of sports equipment. Most of the chair is hollow. Only at the points of 
intersection the structure is reinforced by connectors made of solid wood and aluminium to give 
the chair maximum stability. The natural fibre composite (NCF) tubes are laminated with a thin ash 
veneer. They have some flexibility. The resulting movement is intentional as it adds to the seating 
comfort. The laminated veneer seat and backrest are fixed to the frame by means of wooden bars.
The stoppers capping the chair legs are made of natural rubber. They are soft and highly abrasion 
resistant and will not leave prints on the floor. In spite of its technically sophisticated and innovati-
ve construction PROFILE CHAIR is very clear and simple. To match the PROFILE TABLE the chair is 
available in ash natural and all colours of the collection and is perfectly suitable for both the home 
and the contract sector. 

PLUG SHELF 
Design: Steffen Kehrle

PLUG SHELF is a simple shelf based on a clever plug-in system. The shelf boards and columns 
are connected by means of a diagonal wooden dowel. Due to the simple construction and the 
high precision of the craftsmanship, the shelf can be assembled and disassembled without need 
for tools, screws or glue. Two persons can mount it in a very short time. PLUG SHELF is available in 
three sizes, containing either three (S), four (M) or five (L) shelf boards.
Optional book ends can be pushed between the columns at the sides.
For the stable connection of several shelf units pairs of special connecting book ends are available.
It is basic and reliable and can be used for storing toys, tableware as well as books. It is a shelf and a 
room divider at the same time.



UNIT SYSTEM 
Design: Marina Bautier

UNIT is a flexible and versatile solid wood shelving system offering many options for customisation. 
Characterised by high-quality craftsmanship, simplicity and a broad variety of usages, UNIT provi-
des a beautiful space for treasured things and everyday objects. Two wall ledges form the basis of 
all UNIT products. All other elements are simply plugged into those ledges by means of a clever 
plug-in connection. The order and positioning of the elements can be changed very easily and any 
number of times. The shelf gets its stability from the solidity of the material and the precision of 
the plug-in joints. The UNIT can be fitted out with shelf boards and a number of functional com-
ponents: a desktop, a coat rack, as well as different types of drawers and boxes. There are drawer 
elements with and without interior partitions; the container boxes come with one or two lids and an 
optional interior partition.The components can be combined to your liking. Alternatively, pre-confi-
gured UNIT sets are available. With its broad range of colours and functions, UNIT is suitable for the 
home as well as offices or store interiors. UNIT is available in the heights 70 and 158 cm.

TRAY
Design: Steffen Kehrle
 
TRAY by Steffen Kehrle is a finely crafted board made of solid wood, on which all kinds of things can 
be stored an elegantly presented. On its surface and indentations keys, cards, pens, books, flowers, 
phones and other small items find a beautiful space. Available in natural oak, ash blueblack, white 
and red, TRAY is a straightforward object that pleases through its clear lines, simple proportions and 
beautiful material. Made from one solid piece to emphasise the grain of the wood at the edges, 
TRAY is offered in two versions: TWO HALVES features one level and one indented section; in 
THREE THIRDS the level section is flanked by two indentations.

WALL SHELF 
Design: Steffen Kehrle

The WALL SHELF series by Steffen Kehrle consists of three different small solid wood wall shelves 
and a peg rail, which can be used as a coat rack. Simple lines, clean details, high-quality material 
and the visibilty of the beautiful wavy grain characterise the design of the piece. Offered as a shelf 
with one, two or two half-width boards as well as an element with four turned pegs, WALL SHELF 
from solid ash in the colours natural ash, blueblack, red, white and greygreen is perfectly suitable in 
private as well as public spaces, mounted as a single element or as an installation with several in a 
row or pattern. 
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ABOUT STATTMANN NEUE MOEBEL

STATTMANN NEUE MOEBEL was founded in 2011 by the siblings Nicola und Oliver Stattmann. 
Intelligent contemporary design, high quality craftsmanship, new materials and technologies, 
innovative constructive solutions, honest and long-lasting products, high ecological standards and 
regional production are the key values of the new label. 
The collection is simple yet characterized by sophisticated details. Simplicity, functionality, elegance 
and perfect craftsmanship are the key qualities of the furniture by STATTMANN NEUE MOEBEL. For 
the siblings Stattmann it is self-evident that the production needs to be as sustainable as possible, 
the materials ecological and of the highest quality and that the wood has to come from certified 
sustainable forestry. The collection is manufactured in Germany – mainly in the Stattmann family 
business founded in 1896 and partly in small workshops in the same region. 
All parts are manufactured by hand, supported by computer-aided technology like CNC milling 
machines. The production in Ascheberg is state of the art and all components come from our 
region. We address people who care about where their furniture comes from and how it was manu-
factured. This is why STATTMANN NEUE MOEBEL only uses wood from Germany, originating from 
sustainable forestry.

www.stattmann-neuemoebel.de
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